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Calls for Australia to follow NZ in ratifying 

nuclear weapons- banning treaty 

Nobel Peace Prize-winning organisation ICAN says Australia's 

stance on nuclear weapons is 'a threat to humanity'. 

The group is calling for the government to follow New Zealand, who 



 

this week ratified a United Nations treaty banning nuclear weapons. 

For details CLICK ON 

 

 

ABC News: 27th July 2018 

Donald Trump could be ready to order a strike 

against Iran, Australian Government figures say 

Senior figures in the Turnbull Government have told the ABC 
they believe the United States is prepared to bomb Iran's 
nuclear capability, perhaps as early as next month, and that 
Australia is poised to help identify possible targets. 
Key points: 

·       Senior Government figures say Australian defence facilities 
would likely play a role in identifying possible targets 

·       But another senior source, in security, emphasises there is a 
difference between providing intelligence and "active targeting" 

·       Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull says he has no reason to 
believe the US is preparing for a confrontation 

It comes amid intense sabre-rattling by US President Donald Trump 
and his Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani. 
The ABC has been told secretive Australian defence facilities would 
likely play a role in identifying targets in Iran, as would British 
intelligence agencies. 

 

 

 

Media release: 27th July, 

2018 

 

Australia should not 

assist in US Attacks 

on Iran  

 

“Whilst hoping that it may be inaccurate, IPAN is disturbed at the 

news that the USA is planning an attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities. It 

is outraged at the report that Australia probably will be actively 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=1d1b48310a&e=98ca90c3ad


 

involved in this planning,” said Nick Deane, National Committee 

member of the Independent and Peaceful Australia Network.  

  

“The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), signed between 

Iran and the five members of the US Security Council and Germany 

in 2015, was reached after extensive and patient negotiations 

conducted in good faith. It showed the world that negotiation is a 

better path to peace than threats of violence and war.  

  

“The USA unilaterally withdrew from the agreement in May and is 

now planning to conduct an attack. The good work of diplomacy is 

being undone by this threat of extreme violence. 

READ ON 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=329f80566c&e=98ca90c3ad


 

Two thirds of Yemenis need aid. 

Is the Australian Government helping prolong 

this war ? 

 

  

As of March 2017, an estimated 18.8 million people - 69% of 

Yemen's population - needed some kind of humanitarian or 

protection assistance, according to the UN Office for the Co-

ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). That includes 10.3 

million in acute need, who urgently require immediate, life-saving 

assistance in at least one sector. 

The civil war in Yemen has been prolonged and exacerbated by 

foreign interference particularly direct military interference from 

Saudi Arabia with the backing of the US. The Australian Senate 

Estimates committee recently discovered that Australia has 

increased its military sales to Saudi Arabia by $2 billion and the 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=d556a14431&e=98ca90c3ad
https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=d556a14431&e=98ca90c3ad


 

Australian government has "no idea" as to whether those military 

sales have been used against the people of Yemen in this war. 

 

 

IPAN Campaign launched- 

End the Force Posture Agreement & send the 

US Marines back home 

 

  

 

Richard Broinowski speaking at IPAN's campaign launch at the NSW 

Teachers Federation Auditorium, 17th July 

 

The Independent and Peaceful Australia Network (IPAN) launched 

its “Give ‘em the boot” campaign, aimed at ending Australia’s Force 

Posture Agreement with the US and sending the US Marines based 

in Darwin back home, at a “Keep Australia out of US wars” public 

meeting on 17th July. The meeting was held in the NSW Teachers 



Federation Auditorium in Surrey Hills. The effective audience 

exceeded the physical audience many times over as over 700 tuned 

in to the internet live feed from the auditorium. The meeting was 

chaired by Annette Brownlie, IPAN’s Chairperson. 

Former Australian ambassador to Vietnam, South Korea and Mexico 

and recent NSW President of the Australian Institute of International 

Affairs,  Richard Broinowski, told the audience : “For some 

considerable time we have been embedded in US wars…. Australia 

seems to have learned nothing from history in regards to our 

government’s foreign policy. Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s 

statement that ‘we’re joined at the hip with the US’ is outrageous. 

NSW Green’s Senator Lee Rhiannon told the forum: “ From the 

Green’s perspective, the Australia-US alliance should be ripped up. 

Public spending on wars and military equipment wastes resources 

that should be used for the public good. We need to push for the 

dismantling of the entire military -industrial complex…. The 

challenge before us now is to build a strong peace and anti-nuclear 

movement in order to confront these threats of war, and end the 

Australia-US military alliance”. 

Give ‘em the boot spokesperson, Nick Deane said: “We are seeking 

support for IPAN’s campaign to get the US Marines out of Darwin… 

This force is an attack force which is proclaimed as  “Ready to fight 

tonight”. These Marines are not there to defend Australia, they are 

on orders from Washington, not Canberra. And the US is the most 

violent country on earth. We are calling for an end to the Force 

Posture Agreement with the US which authorises the marines 

stationed in Darwin and gives access to US ships and aircraft to 



 

make use of our port facilities and aircraft runways whenever they 

choose. We need people to get involved in the ”Give ‘em the boot’ 

campaign. That is why we are symbolically collecting boots for 

delivery to the Australian Government”. 

(The Green Left Weekly is acknowledged as a source of much if this 

report) 

You can listen to a substantial part of the meeting by CLICKING 

HERE. 

Contact: giveemtheboot2@gmail.com or Giveemthe boot facebook 

or www. Ipan.org.au 

  

 

  

Progress in "Give 'em the boot" campaign: 

  

* Campaign launched at public meeting in Sydney, 17th July, 2018 

* First 10,000 campaign leaflets letter-boxed in Sydney and 

Newcastle 

* Second 10,000 campaign leaflets letter-boxing currently in 

progress in Sydney and Newcastle 

* 61 peace workers involved in letter-boxing  

mailto:giveemtheboot2@gmail.com


 

* IPAN speakers have addressed a number of community 

organisations seeking support for the campaign including politics- in 

-the- pub, Newcastle Trades Hall Council, ALP and peace groups 

* over 40 pairs of boots collected so far, for "presentation to 

government later this year at a rally calling for "giving 'em the boot" 

 

 

 

Making Australia a base for the U.S. military- 

The Force Posture Agreement- 

 

Bevan Ramsden (NSW IPAN Rep) 

 

  

 

US marines in action on war training exercise in Qld. 

 

The Force Posture Agreement between the Governments of the 

U.S. and Australia facilitates: 

The stationing in Darwin, for six months each year, of up to 2,500 

US Marines; they are trained and equipped for immediate 



 

deployment and who, while in Australia, train for war in exercises 

with the Australian Defence Forces 

·       Access to Australia’s airfields and airport facilities for US fighter 

planes and bombers 

·       “Unimpeded access for United States Forces and contractors 

to and use of “agreed areas and facilities” for training, transit, 

support, and related activities; refuelling of aircraft; bunkering of 

vessels; temporary maintenance of vehicles, vessels and aircraft; 

temporary accommodation of personnel; communications’ pre-

positioning of equipment, supplies and materials; deploying forces 

and materials; and such other activities as the Parties may agree.” 

……..  

This Agreement makes Australia a base in the Indo-Pacific-South 

East Asia  for the U.S. military and from which they can launch 

hostile acts against our neighbours. Currently they have in their 

sights on the islands claimed by China in the South China sea and 

some commentators have said they have their sights set on blocking 

the straits of Malacca in order to put pressure on China by blocking 

its major shipping route. 

For the complete article : READ ON 

 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=e1b46eb853&e=98ca90c3ad


  

 

With acknowledgement to The Australian Socialist 

 

  

 

With acknowledgement to The Guardian 

It's time to face the truth about Anzus: it's 
worse than no treaty at all- 

Henry Reynolds 

Trump’s erratic behaviour has finally provoked serious discussion 

about the US-Australian alliance. But is Australia capable of having 

the debate? 

But two conclusions present themselves. Australia’s tradition of 

deference was initially enhanced by the Trump ascendancy. 

Malcolm Turnbull’s declaration that we were joined at the hip is only 

the most egregious example of  

obsequiousness. Our words exude the subservience of an insecure 
functionary in the court of a capricious tyrant. Have our leaders no 
self-respect? 

The second thing to note is the way in which the whole complex 

relationship with the United States is conflated with the Anzus 



 

alliance. This massively exaggerates the significance of the treaty 

and diminishes the autonomous relationships associated with trade, 

travel, tourism and investment. They have a life of their own and 

would have been much the same whether or not there was a military 

alliance. And Australia would have had close diplomatic relations 

with the United States even if Anzus had never been conceived. 

For complete article READ ON 

 

 

Hiroshima Day in Alice Springs remembers 

impact of atomic blasts on indigenous 

Australians 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over 70 people came to a 

Hiroshima Day dinner in 

Alice Springs , organised 

by the local chapter of 

IPAN, at which Karina 

Lester, daughter of the late 

Yami Lester, was the 

guest speaker. 

  

  
 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=d28bdf48f9&e=98ca90c3ad


 

Ms Lester together with her sister Rose continue the campaign 

against the whole nuclear cycle led by their father, whose traditional 

lands were devastated by the British nuclear tests of the 1950s. Mr 

Lester is also said to have been blinded by the tests’ infamous 

“black mist”. 

  

Ms Lester’s campaigning includes her participation in events 

organised by International Coalition for the Abolition of Nuclear 

Weapons (ICAN), including a World Nuclear Victims Forum held in 

the Peace Park at Hiroshima in 2015. 

.  

 

 

Yami Lester: Aboriginal activist, elder and nuclear 

campaigner dies aged 75 

By Dijana Damjanovic 

Updated 22 Jul 2017, 5:34pm 
 

  

 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=b38e93a83b&e=98ca90c3ad


 

 

Aboriginal elder and activist Yami Lester has died in Alice 
Springs aged 75. 
Mr Lester suffered vision impairment after being blinded by a 
nuclear test bomb that blew though his homelands in the far north of 
South Australia during the 1950s. 
He spent his early years working on pastoral properties across 
South Australia, until losing his eyesight as a teenager and 
becoming completely blind — a consequence of dust from the 
nuclear bomb. 
His family said his death "leaves an incredible legacy of better global 
understanding of the devastation of nuclear bombs and for the 
ongoing battle for recognition for the consequence of them". 
Speaking to ABC Rural 2011, Mr Lester recalled his experience with 
clarity."I was a kid," he said."I got up early in the morning, about 
7:00am, playing with a homemade toy."We heard the big bomb went 
off that morning, a loud noise and the ground shook."I don't know 
how long after we seen this quiet black smoke — oily and shiny — 
coming across from the south."Next time we had sore eyes, skin 
rash, diarrhea and vomiting everybody, old people too." 

His family said his local, national and international campaign for the 
clean up of Maralinga after the British nuclear testing of the 1950s 
and 60s was his life's work. 
Mr Lester campaigned for the rights of Aboriginal people who were 
in the area at the time, leading to the establishment of the 
McClelland Royal Commission.The commission went on to 
recommend group compensation for Maralinga's Tjarutja people and 
the clean up of Uranium contamination on Tjarutja lands. 
He was also a staunch land rights activist in the handback of 
Anangu Pitjantjatjara (APY Lands) to traditional owners in 1985, and 
central to the return of Uluru to traditional owners. 

 

 

Hiroshima Day in Newcastle calls for 

Government to sign the Ban-the-Bomb treaty 

 



 

 

 

Aesha Awon ( Newcastle Universty) on left in photo said: 

"I’m here because we are seeing an increasing movement in 

universities around the country to invest in the defence contractors 

and to allow them on to campuses for research purposes. This 

means that my fees as a student are going toward war profiteers. 

It’s a phenomen we have seen at Melbourne Uni and ANU with their 

contracts with Lockheed Martin an arms company. 

In the Newcastle we’re looking into the universities ties with war 

profiteers. Nationally the National Union of students is working on a 

books not bombs campaign to get defence contractors out of uni. To 

stop the federal governments investment in arms dealers and to 

instead redirect these resources into our universities. If you’re a 

student who is interested in this campaign and don’t want your 

student fees going to war profiteers get involved in the campaign by 

getting in touch with Newcastle University Student Association" 

 



 

Alex Edney-Browne (Melbourne University) right photo, also spoke 

out against militarisation of universities but also spoke movingly of 

her research into the impact of the US Drone Assassination program 

on civilians in Afghanistan in which she had personally visited 

victims of this illegal US program. She spoke out against Australia's 

involvement with the US in Afghanistan and said Australia needs an 

independent foreign policy and to step away from the US-Australia 

military alliance (for which she received much ovation from those at 

the rally). 

 

Bevan Ramsden (IPAN  and HPG rep) spoke of the need for 

dedication to the campaign to get the government to sign the ban-

the-bomb treaty and to campaign for an independent and peaceful 

Australia  which spent on social need not arms manufacture and 

export and moved the following motion: 

"We the participants in the Hunter Peace Group's Hiroshima Day 

March and Rally held 4th August, 2018 call on the Federal Coalition 

Government to sign the United Nations Treaty on the Prohibition of 

Nuclear Weapons" 

This motion passed unanimously and was forward to Malcolm 

Turnbull and Julie Bishop requesting the reason for the Government 

not yet signing the Treaty and to Bill Shorten and Penny Wong 

asking if signing the Treaty would be ALP policy when in 

government.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

View Hiroshima 

bombing video: CLICK 

HERE 

 

 

 

 

VIEW Sydney 

Hiroshima Day Rally 

and March: CLICK 

HERE 

 

With acknowledgment to Pearls and Irritations 

The US Marines in Darwin according to 

precedent: neither in the national, nor the local 

interest.- 
JUDY HEMMING- 6th August 2018 

Australian Defence Policy, in lockstep with the US as regards 

“managing” the rise of China, embraces the deployment of US 

Marines to Darwin as being consistent with the national interest. 

Where the social fabric of the Northern Territory is concerned, 

however, the potential for Darwin to be just another locale to be 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=0ba4c9cbc2&e=98ca90c3ad
https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=0ba4c9cbc2&e=98ca90c3ad
https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=bef4550a5b&e=98ca90c3ad
https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=bef4550a5b&e=98ca90c3ad
https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=45041527f6&e=98ca90c3ad


 

trashed by the US military has not been sufficiently investigated. 

….. 

For Australia China is the source of a bipolar condition – the need to 

not significantly disagree with the US on matters strategic, 

alternating with the need to acknowledge China as the country’s 

premier market. They cannot be reconciled in the same body politic 

without eventually giving rise to a breakdown.  

In the interim the potential for other damage to Australia attracts 

almost no attention despite the fact that, with over 800 US bases 

and military installations in 70 countries, there is a growing body of 

disconcerting evidence. Arising from it is the question: what might 

be the deleterious social impact of having 2,500 on Australian soil 

given the extensive history of other such deployments? Sadly, it 

appears that this question was never seriously considered. 

For complete article READ ON 

 

 

With acknowledgement to Pearls and Irritations 

 

Armed Neutrality for Australia?- 

 

Katherine Kelly - 16th July, 2018 

  

 

Australia’s security strategy should have the objective of defence of 
Australia, whilst also aiming to contribute to peace in the region and 
globally.  Our dependence on America can no longer guarantee the 
defence of Australia, nor does it contribute to peace regionally or 
globally. The opposite is in fact the case – if we have any enemies, 
they are largely courtesy of our alliance and subservience to the 
US.  Malcolm Fraser recognised and warned about this in his book 
‘Dangerous Allies’ but the current Government and Opposition have 
not yet recognised it.... 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=39b455e59e&e=98ca90c3ad


 

Throughout Australia’s history we have placed our trust in having a 
strong protector – firstly Britain and since the Second World War, 
the USA.  This strategy has, ever since the post WW2 period, taken 
us into wars – Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria – none 
of which can be said to have made Australia or the world a safer or 
more peaceful place..... 
A strategy of Neutrality may come closest to achieving the defence 
of Australia as well as contributing to peace regionally and 
globally..... 
 

Foreign bases would be precluded under neutrality.....  
If a neutrality policy were declared to the United Nations, we would 
need to ensure that our defence forces and purchases were directed 
at ensuring the defence of Australia.  
 

For the complete article: READ ON 

 IPAN is discussing the issue of armed neutrality as a path 

towards peace and independence for Australia and would like 

to invite your comments on the pros and cons of such a policy 

for Australia.  Send brief comments to ipan.australia@gmail.com   

 

 

Timorese protest Australia's prosecution of 

'Witness K' and lawyer 
 

  

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=aca1ba969f&e=98ca90c3ad
mailto:ipan.australia@gmail.com


 

Movement Against the Occupation of the Timor Sea (MKOTT) press 

conference on July 20 in Dili, Timor Leste. 

 

 

Public Statement on the prosecution against Witness K and 

Bernard Collaery by the Australian government 

It is with great astonishment and sadness that on 28 June the 

Movimentu Kontra Okupasaun Tasi Timor—the Movement Against 

the Occupation of the Timor Sea (MKOTT) learned that the 

Australian Lawyer Bernard Collaery and the Australian former 

Inteligence Officer "Witness K" have both been charged for 

revealing the Australian Government Spying on Timor-Leste's 

Cabinet Room during the negotiations for off-shore natural 

resources in the Timor Sea between Timor-Leste and Australia in 

2004...…….MKOTT strongly condemns the charges against Lawyer 

Collaery and Witness K as politically motivated, which the 

movement regards as an attack on the freedom of expression and 

attack on democracy by the Australian government. This act on the 

part of the Australian government also shows that the government 

will use anything to pursue Australia's commercial interests in 

relations with its neighbors, even if it violates international law to 

deprive one of its poorest neighbor, and will crash anyone or 

anything stands on its way. 

For complete details READ ON 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=961dcd8c0e&e=98ca90c3ad


 

AUSMIN and contradictions between Corporate 

Australia & the Coalition Government 

 

  

 

Julie Bishop and Mike Pompeo at recent AUSMIN conference 

 

The Recent AUSMIN conference and growing contradictions 

between corporate Australia and the Coalition Government 

- by Richard Stone 

(Extracts) 

The recent Australia-United States Ministerial Consultations 

(AUSMIN) summit, mid-July, took place while US-led forces attempt 

to roll-back China's influence in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Problems, however, have arisen for the Turnbull Coalition 

government in Canberra. 



The problems reveal far more than minor differences of opinion; 

they are about economic support and trade relations with China 

itself, which is Australia's biggest trading partner. 

The recent AUSMIN summit took place amid heightened concern 

that US hegemonic positions in the region are being threatened, 

and indeed downgraded, with the rapid rise of China's influence 

with accelerating economic growth rates. 

Immediately prior to the official opening of the AUSMIN summit, US 

congressman Joe Courtney, co-chair of the Friends of Australia, 

'called on Australia to conduct its own freedom-of-navigation-

operations against China in the South China Sea. (7) Linking the 

request to official AUSMIN diplomacy, Courtney also stated he 

hoped the summit, 'would lead to Australia conducting its own 

exercise'. (8) 

Australia, historically, has sent ships and planes close to the 12-mile 

zones around China's maritime facilities in the South China Sea. US 

military planning now, however, want Australia to take a more 

dynamic role challenging China on behalf of the US. 

Secondly, the position of the Turnbull government in Canberra to 

take a stronger pro-US line with China over so-called foreign 

interference 'has left the government and business wildly at odds 

over the state of the bilateral relationship'. (12) There is a growing 

division between state and class power within the higher echelons of 

Australia. 

The corporate sector, however, remain quite content to have 

favourable trade relations with China, and a large section of the 

Australian working-class are employed either directly or indirectly 

with such economic relations. 



 

Progressive-minded people should exploit these differences of 
opinion for all they are worth to rid this country of such pro-US 
clowns and sychophants. We need a government to serve our 
needs, not theirs. And we urgently need an independent foreign 
policy before we are dragged into a war-situation with China which 
will decimate our economy and the living standards of ordinary 
working-people. 
  

For complete document READ ON 

  

 

 

Toxic soil  stockpile at Williamstown RAAF 

base as base prepares for housing F35 Fighters 

 

 

 

 

Tonnes of contaminated soil is being stockpiled at Williamstown 

RAAF base until the Department of Defence figures out what to do 

with it. The PFAS contaminated soil was dug up during the 

redevelopment of the base to accept the F35 fighters purchased at 

$120 million each by the Federal Government. 

The contamination has spreads from the base into residential areas 

surrounding Williamstown base now defined as “red areas” in which 

ground water cannot be accessed by residents or vegetables eaten 

when grown in that soil as this contamination can cause cancer. 

https://ipan.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3766f6de66f92775b3ee224d&id=0cdb46a507&e=98ca90c3ad


 

Defence came under heavy fire for its handling of the environmental 

disaster at a one-day hearing held at Williamstown on 24th July, 

2018 as part of a parliamentary inquiry into poly-and per-flouroalkyl 

(PFAS) contamination in and around military areas. Residents and 

community groups detailed a litany of complaints about the 

Defence’s handling of the pollution scandal , calling for another 

authority to take charge. 

(With acknowledgment to The Newcastle Herald for this report) 

 

 

Public Critique of the Australian Foreign Policy 

White Paper.  

 

  

The public meeting was convened by UNAA and IPAN in Brisbane 

recently to critique the Australian Foreign Policy White Paper. 

Presenting here, Assoc Prof and WILPF woman Susan Harris-



 

Rimmer. Chaired by Annette Brownlie. Great insights from visiting 

Professor David Malone Rector of UN Universities, Elder Anita Reed 

and UNYP Cameron Gordon. 

 

 

 

 

"We are not afraid" 

Thursday 16th August, 

12,15pm 

Joseph Gerson & 

Assoc Prof Jake 

Lynch 

180 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield, NSW 

. 

Organised by Peace & Justice 

Committee Quakers, NSW and 

Exodus Foundation and 

Hiroshima Day Committee 

 

 

Advance Notice 

Protests planned for Trump visit to Australia 

Coalitions have been formed in a number of Australian capitals to 

plan for mass demonstrations when President Trump visits Australia 

in November this year. As further details emerge, they will be posted 

on IPAN's web site: www.ipan.org.au, IPAN's facebook and this 

publication VOICE. 

 

http://www.ipan.org.au/


 

 

RAPID Public Response Arrangements 

to any imminent major military conflict or war 

   

In the event of an imminent major military conflict, or war actually 

breaking out, IPAN organisations in the following states, urge 

everyone to rally : 

 

In Melbourne, outside the State Library in Swanston St, Melbourne, 

from 5pm that evening- bring banners and placards - family and 

friends 

 

In Adelaide, on Parliament Steps at 4.30 pm that evening – bring 

banners and placards – family and friends. 

 

In Newcastle, at the Clocktower, Hamilton, 4.30pm that evening- 

bring banners and placards and tell family and friends  

 

In Canberra, on the median strip at the corner of London Circuit and 

Northbourne Ave.  

  

 

   

COMING EVENTS SUMMARY: 

 

Melbourne,  Dr Joseph Gerson, How the Nuclear Annihilation 

stands in the way of World Peace, Wednesday, 15th August, 7pm, 

Unitarian Church, 110 Grey St , East Melbourne 

 



 

Sydney, "We are not afraid" - Joseph Gerson & Assoc Prof Jake 

Lynch- Hear about the latest developments in peace work and non-

violent action; 180 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield, 

Thursday, 16th August, 12.15 pm ; organised by Peace & Justice 

Committee Quakers, NSW and Exodus Foundation and Hiroshima 

Day Committee 

 

Canberra: ICAN Bike Ride from Melbourne to Canberra, 2-20th 

September, to carry the Nobel Peace Prize to Parliament House and 

demand the signing of the UN treaty to ban nuclear weapons 

 

Canberra: a public meeting is planned in Canberra on 26th 

September : "Neutrality and War Powers Reform - paths to peace 

for Australia?' with Historian Peter Stanley talking on neutrality and 

Prof. Alison Broinowski on war powers reform .  The meeting will be 

held  at 6.30pm in the Legislative Assembly reception room.  

   

Hobart: WILPF Tas is  organising “Drumming for Peace” to be held 

on UN International Day of Peace  on 21 September,from 12-1 p.m. 

in the Hobart City Mall. 

We invite all those who can across Australia to drum something at 

that time to show the Government we want Australia to sign the UN 

Ban on Nuclear Weapons.  

 

For more events see the IPAN website;  www.ipan.org.au 
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